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Since 2001, Global Research has been delivering critical analysis to its readers as well as
direction for the questions we should be asking.

If you look to our website as a resource for information and understanding, to stay current
on world events or to experience diversity and transparency in your news, please consider
making a donation to Global Research.

Global  Research is  an independent organization that is  funded exclusively through the
support of its readers.

We should mention that we are currently running a monthly budget deficit. 

Every contribution helps us continue to bring you the up-to-date, incisive information that
you count on.

Support Global Research.
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US Opposes Protecting Gazans from Excessive Israeli Force

By Stephen Lendman, June 01, 2018

Since  mid-2007,  Gazans  have  been  besieged  under  suffocating/illegal  blockade  –  imposed
for political reasons, unrelated to security, as Israel falsely claims.

Its action is one of countless examples of callous indifference to Palestinian lives, rights and
welfare, treating them as viciously as Hitler mistreated Jews – slow-motion genocide its
option over industrial scale ruthlessness, Gazans harmed most.
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Freedom Flotilla Statement on Israeli Interception of Gaza Flotilla

By Freedom Flotilla Coalition, June 01, 2018

The Freedom Flotilla Coalition (FFC) condemns Israel’s brutal act of state piracy in attacking
the aptly named Hurriya (Liberty) vessel which attempted to leave the port of Gaza today
filled with people needing urgent medical assistance as well as students and crew, as they
attempted to peacefully make safe passage to Cyprus. This latest attempt to break the
illegal blockade of Gaza continues the brave challenges during the Great March of Return,
where  more  than  120  Palestinians  have  been  shot  and  killed  by  Israeli  snipers  and
thousands severely injured.

Gaza  Massacre  Update:  “Decent  Humanity”  Will  Boycott  Apartheid  Israel  and  All  Its
Supporters

By Gideon Polya, June 01, 2018

The latest Israeli  Gaza Massacre in which Apartheid Israeli  soldiers shot and killed 116
unarmed Palestinian protesters and wounded 13,000, has divided the world into 2 camps,
(1) the Good, those who have variously reacted with horror, condemnation and demands for
action against the Israeli perpetrators, and (2) the Bad, those whose responses have been to
support the perpetrators or have been otherwise deficient.

Crimes against Humanity and the Israel-Palestine Conflict

By Julian Rose, May 29, 2018

For decades Palestinians have lived on the edge of annihilation, their homeland steadily
annexed until just a slither of the original remains. It’s a story that just won’t go away, even
for those thousands of miles away, who try to cover their ears and eyes from the shame
which has befallen the ruthless oppressor of this now tiny peninsular of land and its battle
weary people.

With One Shot: One Kill of the Israeli Defense Narrative

By Phil Butler, May 27, 2018

Gaza is all in the news since protesters were fired upon by Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) from
inside perimeter fence dividing peoples and ideas. As complex as the situation in Palestine
is though, there are only four concrete sides to the crisis. Here are those four sides framed
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and simplified in the hopes that sanity and humaneness can prevail henceforth.

Blaming the Victims of Israel’s Gaza Massacre

By Gregory Shupak, May 20, 2018

On the 70th anniversary of Israel’s so-called “declaration of independence,” the United
States opened its new embassy in Jerusalem—a city Israel claims as its own, despite what
international  law says  on  the  matter—and Palestinians  undertook  unarmed protests  in
reaction to the move and as part of the Great Return March. Although to this point, the only
Israeli casualty during the entire cycle of demonstrations has been one “lightly wounded”
soldier, considerable space in coverage of the massacres is devoted to blaming Palestinians
for their own slaughter.
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